
The cognitive processes that mediate simple arithme-
tic skills have been the focus of extensive experimental 
research over the last 30 years (Ashcraft, 1992, 1995; 
Zbrodoff & Logan, 2005). This research was an attempt to 
identify the memory processes and procedural strategies 
that underlie performance of basic arithmetic problems, 
such as 2  3  5 and 6  7  42. The work is moti-
vated both by the importance of understanding the nature 
of this fundamental intellectual skill and by the fact that 
cognitive arithmetic provides a rich experimental domain 
for studying more general theoretical issues in cognitive 
science (Butterworth, 1999; Dehaene, 1997).

This article reports two experiments that were per-
formed to test the predictions of a prominent theory of 
arithmetic fact representation: the identical elements (IE) 
model (Rickard, 2005; Rickard & Bourne, 1996; Rickard, 
Healy, & Bourne, 1994). According to the IE model, there 
is a single long-term memory node for problems consist-
ing of the same numerical elements (i.e., operands and 
answer), regardless of operand order. For example, each 
multiplication node specifies the two operands, the opera-

tion, and the product (e.g., 6, 8,   48) and is accessed 
by either operand order (6  8 or 8  6). In contrast, in-
verse problems that present different operands and have 
different answers access different nodes. Thus, inverse di-
vision problems (e.g., 48  8 and 48  6) are represented 
by different nodes [(48, 8,   6) and (48, 6,   8)]. 

Given these assumptions, practice should strengthen 
only the node corresponding to the practiced problem. 
Consequently, positive transfer of savings should occur 
equally between the two orders of multiplication prob-
lems, but there should be no transfer between the two or-
ders of division problems and no transfer between inverse 
multiplication and division problems. Rickard and Bourne 
(1996) gave adults extensive practice on subsets of sim-
ple multiplication and division problems and then tested 
performance on the same problems (identical repetition), 
problems with the operand order reversed (order change), 
inverse problems with the other operation (operation 
change), and unpracticed control problems. Transfer of 
practice (response time [RT] savings) in the order change 
condition for multiplication (e.g., practice, 4  3; test, 
3  4) was practically equivalent to identical repetition 
(practice, 3  4; test, 3  4), which supports the assump-
tion that a common representation mediates both orders 
(see Verguts & Fias, 2005). They found no transfer of sav-
ings between the two orders of division problems (prac-
tice, 56  7  8; test, 56  8  7) and little evidence 
that practice transferred in either direction between corre-
sponding division and multiplication problems (practice, 
7  8  56, and test, 56  8  7; or practice, 56  8  
7, and test, 7  8  56).
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Rickard et al.’s (1994; Rickard & Bourne, 1996) data 
supported the IE model (see also Cipolotti & de Lacy 
Costello, 1995; McCloskey, Aliminosa, & Sokol, 1991), 
but subsequent transfer experiments testing simple multi-
plication and division suggested that the IE model is not 
the whole story. Campbell (1999) used a transfer paradigm 
that measured the effects of a single prime problem on a 
probe problem tested four to six trials later in the same 
block. Multiplication and division prime–probe pairs cor-
responded to identical repetition, order change, and opera-
tion change transfer conditions. As is predicted by the IE 
model, RT savings for division were larger with identical 
repetition (e.g., prime, 63  7; probe, 63  7) than with an 
order change (63  9  63  7), whereas identical (7  9 

 7  9) and commuted (9  7  7  9) multiplication 
problems produced equivalent transfer. Nonetheless, there 
were transfer effects not predicted by the model, including 
a significant transfer of savings between the two orders of 
division problems. In addition, the larger, more difficult 
division problems presented substantial RT savings in the 
multiplication-to-division transfer condition (e.g., prime, 
7  9; probe, 63  7).

Campbell (1999) proposed that transfer between order-
reversed division problems and between multiplication 
and division could be reconciled with the IE model by 
distinguishing associative transfer (i.e., savings from 
strengthening a common problem node) from mediated 
transfer (i.e., savings from strengthening a related, media-
tor problem). Mediation refers to the strategy of solving 
a problem (e.g., 63  7  ?) by reference to a closely re-
lated problem (e.g., 7  9  63 or 63  9  7). Because 
performance on these occasions depends on the accessi-
bility of the mediator, strengthening of the mediator node 
produces RT savings (LeFevre & Morris, 1999; Mauro, 
LeFevre, & Morris, 2003).

In response to the evidence that division sometimes is 
mediated by multiplication, Rickard (2005) advanced a 
revised IE–r model in which the multiplication IE repre-
sentation includes a reverse association that provides di-
rect access to factors (e.g., 7 and 5), given presentation of 
their product (e.g., 35; see also Rusconi, Galfano, Rebo-
nato, & Umiltà, 2006). Rickard (2005) demonstrated that 
university students are efficient at factoring (i.e., stating 
the factors, given the product) and that factoring trans-
fers to the corresponding multiplication fact. Thus, when 
direct retrieval of a division fact is not possible, division 
by factoring will be possible if the required reverse as-
sociation is available. For example, presentation of 56  
7 would activate the reverse association from 56 to 7 and 
8, with the unique element (8) reported as the quotient 
(see Campbell, 1999). Given that multiplication retrieval 
is faster than division retrieval, division by factoring could 
explain the results of Mauro et al. (2003), who found 
shorter times to answer large division problems presented 
in a multiplication format (e.g., 8  _  56), as compared 
with a division format (56  _  8).

Identical Elements Model and Simple Addition 
and Subtraction

If memory for basic addition and subtraction follows 
IE principles, the IE predictions are analogous to those 
for multiplication and division, respectively, with one im-
portant unique consideration. Rickard (2005) pointed out 
that the reverse association would develop for multiplica-
tion facts but it would not be likely to develop for addi-
tion facts. This asymmetry would occur because, for the 
single-digit arithmetic facts, most products are associated 
with a unique pair of factors (e.g., 27 with 3 and 9) or 
two pairs of factors (24 with 3 and 8 or 4 and 6), whereas 
sums generally do not map onto unique addends. Con-
sequently, practicing multiplication would establish both 
forward and reverse associations, but practicing addition 
would not. Without a reverse addition association to medi-
ate subtraction, it follows that addition-based mediational 
strategies should be relatively infrequent for subtraction.

Experiment 1 here was similar to Experiment 2 in 
Campbell (1999), in which participants received a large 
number of transfer tests involving prime–probe problem 
pairs separated by a number of intervening trials within 
the same block. The relation between the prime and the 
probe defined six transfer conditions: addition probe with 
identical repetition (e.g., prime, 6  9; probe, 6  9), sub-
traction probe with identical repetition (prime, 15  6; 
probe, 15  6), addition probe with order change (prime, 
9  6; probe, 6  9), subtraction probe with order change 
(prime, 15  9; probe, 15  6), addition probe with op-
eration change (prime, 15  9; probe, 6  9), and subtrac-
tion probe with operation change (prime, 6  9; probe, 
15  6).

The transfer predictions of the IE model apply spe-
cifically to direct memory retrieval, but educated adults 
report substantial use of procedural strategies for both 
simple addition (24%) and subtraction (42%) (Campbell 
& Xue, 2001). In the following experiment, we asked the 
participants to report their strategy after each trial by se-
lecting from remember, count, transform, or other. Theo-
retically, selection of the remember category corresponds 
to direct memory retrieval, whereas selection of one of the 
other categories corresponds to procedure use (Campbell 
& Austin, 2002; Campbell & Fugelsang, 2001; Campbell, 
Parker, & Doetzel, 2004; Campbell & Xue, 2001). The 
strategy reports were used to select prime–probe pairs that 
involved direct retrieval and that, therefore, should present 
the transfer effects predicted by the IE model.

The predictions for the model were as follows. For addi-
tion, RT savings with an order change (e.g., prime, 4  3; 
probe, 3  4) should be nearly equal to that observed with 
identical repetition (prime, 3  4; probe, 3  4), because 
commuted addition pairs are composed of identical oper-
ands. In contrast, there should be no transfer of savings 
between the two orders of subtraction problems (prime, 
7  3; probe, 7  4) and no transfer between inverse ad-
dition and subtraction problems (prime, 7  3, and probe, 
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4  3; or prime, 4  3, and probe, 7  3). Finally, savings 
with identical repetition should be greater for subtraction 
than for addition. It is a virtually universal law of skill ac-
quisition that RT gains per practice trial are greater earlier 
than later in the learning curve (Logan, 1988; Rickard, 
1997). Subtraction is slow relative to addition (Camp-
bell & Xue, 2001), which implies that for many people, 
subtraction performance occupies an earlier point on its 
learning curve, relative to addition. Consequently, identi-
cal repetition should produce greater savings for subtrac-
tion than for addition.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Participants

Forty-eight volunteers (27 women, 21 men) were recruited 
through the participant pool operated by the Department of Psy-
chology or through advertisements posted around the University of 
Saskatchewan campus. We described the experiment as a study of 
simple arithmetic skills. The participants ranged in age from 17 to 
54 years (M  21.9), reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, 
and were paid $6 for their participation.

Apparatus
The stimuli appeared on two high-resolution monitors controlled 

by an IBM personal computer, with one monitor viewed by the ex-
perimenter and the other by the participant. The stimuli appeared 
horizontally as white characters against a dark background. The par-
ticipant sat approximately 50 cm from the monitor and wore a lapel 
microphone that activated a relay switch connected to the computer’s 
serial port. The sound-activated relay controlled a software clock 
accurate to 1 msec.

Stimuli and Design
The stimuli were addition problems composed of pairs of Arabic 

digits between 2 and 9 (i.e., 2  2 through 9  9) and the corre-
sponding subtraction problems (4  2 through 18  9). The two 
operands in a problem were separated by the operation sign (  or 

) with adjacent spaces. There are 36 possible pairings of the num-
bers 2 through 9 when commuted pairs (e.g., 3  8 and 8  3) are 
counted as one problem. The set of 36 includes 8 addition tie prob-
lems involving a single repeated operand (e.g., 2  2 and 5  5) and 
28 addition nontie problems (e.g., 2  3 or 3  2 and 5  7 or 7  
5). There are 8 corresponding subtraction ties (4  2 and 10  5) 
and 28 subtraction nonties (5  2 or 5  3 and 12  7 or 12  5). 
Digits were 7 mm high and 3 mm wide, and the problems were ap-
proximately 15 mm in total width.

The participants received 432 transfer tests involving prime–probe 
problem pairs separated by a number of intervening trials. The rela-
tion between the prime and the probe defined six transfer conditions: 
addition probe with identical repetition (e.g., prime, 6  9; probe, 
6  9), subtraction probe with identical repetition (prime, 15  6; 
probe, 15  6), addition probe with order change (prime, 9  6; 
probe, 6  9), subtraction probe with order change (prime, 15  
9; probe, 15  6), addition probe with operation change (prime, 
15  9; probe, 6  9), and subtraction probe with operation change 
(prime, 6  9; probe, 15  6). Tie problems were included in all the 
conditions to simplify programming but were excluded from analy-
sis because the order change condition does not apply to ties.

The number of trials intervening between the prime and the probe 
was manipulated, with short prime–probe lags of 4, 5, or 6 inter-
vening trials and long prime–probe lags of 16, 18, and between 12 
and 22 trials. The latter, variable lag range corresponded to an aver-

age lag of 17 trials. The lag manipulation allowed us to determine 
whether transfer effects from practicing a single problem were tran-
sitory or still measurable after a substantial number of intervening 
trials spanning about 1–1.5 min.

The participants received 12 blocks of 72 problems. Each block 
included 36 addition trials and 36 subtraction trials, with 1 prime–
probe pair based on each of the 36 number pairs (e.g., 6  9, 9  6, 
15  6, and 15  9 are based on the 6–9 pair). Across the 12 blocks, 
each of the 36 number pairs was tested in each of the six transfer 
conditions, using both a short and a long transfer distance. Within 
a block, there were 6 prime–probe pairs in each of the six transfer 
conditions, and three transfer conditions were tested with short and 
three with long distances. In the following block, the assignment of 
transfer conditions to short and long lags was reversed. Thus, all 12 
transfer-condition–lag combinations were tested six times in each 
pair of successive odd- and even-numbered blocks. The frequencies 
of the six transfer conditions in odd- and even-numbered blocks 
were balanced across participants, as was the assignment of the six 
transfer conditions to specific short lags (i.e., 4, 5, or 6 trials) and 
long lags (i.e., 16, 18, and between 12 and 22 trials). Over all the 
trials, operand order (i.e., 3  6 vs. 6  3; 9  3 vs. 9  6) was 
random with respect to transfer condition, but across all the condi-
tions, all the problems were tested exactly six times in each order. 
Within these constraints, the order of conditions across blocks for 
each problem and the order of problems in each block were indepen-
dently randomized for each participant.

Procedure
Individual participants completed the 70-min experiment with 

an experimenter present. The instructions described the experiment 
as a test of speed of simple numerical skills and stated that the task 
was to state the correct answer as quickly as possible. The partici-
pants were advised that occasional errors are normal with speeded 
responding. The experimenter initiated each trial block, which con-
sisted of a continuous sequence of trials with nothing to differentiate 
primes and probes. Prior to the first block of trials, the following 
instructions appeared on the monitor and were read out loud by the 
experimenter:

After each problem please indicate how you solved the problem by 
choosing from among the following strategies: Transform, Count, Re-
member, Other. Say TRANSFORM if you used knowledge of a related prob-
lem. Say COUNT if you used a strategy based on counting. Say REMEMBER 
if the answer seemed to come to you without any intermediate steps, 
inferences, or calculations. Choose OTHER if you used some other strat-
egy or are uncertain.

For reference during the experiment, the participants also received 
a sheet of strategy descriptions as follows:

Transform: You solve the problem by referring to a related problem in 
the same or another operation. For example, you might solve 54  9  ? 
by remembering that 6  9  54, so 54  9 must equal 6. Similar trans-
formation strategies are possible for addition and subtraction.

Count: You solve the problem by counting a certain number of times to 
get the answer.

Remember: You solve the problem by just remembering or knowing the 
answer directly from memory without any intervening steps.

Other: You may solve the problem by a strategy unlisted here, or you may 
be uncertain how you solved the problem.

Prior to each arithmetic trial, a fixation dot appeared and flashed 
twice over a 1-sec interval at the center of the screen. The prob-
lem appeared (synchronized with the monitor’s raster scan) on what 
would have been the third flash with the operation sign (  or ) at 
the fixation point. Timing began when the problem appeared and 
ended when the sound-activated relay was triggered. Triggering the 
relay caused the problem to disappear immediately. This allowed the 
experimenter to mark RTs as spoiled because the microphone failed 
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to detect the onset of the response. Immediately after the response, 
the prompt “Strategy Choice” appeared at the center of the screen 
with the words transform, count, remember, and other centered im-
mediately below. The four words were separated by six spaces and 
always appeared in the same order. The experimenter recorded the 
strategy reported by pressing one of four buttons on the computer 
keyboard. Once the strategy had been recorded and the experimenter 
had entered the stated arithmetic answer, the screen cleared and dis-
played the fixation dot for the next trial. No feedback about speed or 
accuracy was provided during the experiment.

Results and Discussion

Mean correct RT and percentage of reported use of 
retrieval each received four-factor lag (short or long)  
operation (subtraction or addition)  transfer condition 
(identical repetition, order change, or operation change)  
problem type (prime or probe) ANOVAs. These analyses 
showed that the lag factor revealed little of theoretical im-
portance; specifically, although performance savings on 
each dependent measure were generally smaller with the 
long lag than with the short lag, the patterns of significant 
and nonsignificant savings were the same for short and 
long lags, with one exception that we will point out later. 
Consequently, we will report the results of three-factor 
operation  transfer condition  problem type ANOVAs, 
with the data collapsed over the lag factor. Subtraction 
produced more errors overall (7.5%) than did addition 
(4.3%). Mean error rates were positively correlated with 
mean RT across conditions [r(10)  .97]; therefore, we 
will not report separate analyses of errors. Reported ef-
fects had significance levels of p  .001, unless otherwise 
indicated.

Response Time
RT savings in each transfer condition were estimated 

by comparing mean RT on prime trials with the mean RT 
on yoked probe trials. In the operation change condition, 
prime–probe pairs involved different operations. There-
fore, to estimate RT savings with an operation change, 
each operation change probe was paired with the corre-
sponding operation change prime from the other opera-
tion. To ensure that the prime and probe mean RTs in each 

operation  transfer condition cell were based on the 
same set of specific problems, we excluded both the prime 
and the probe RTs for a prime–problem pair if either RT 
was missing, due to an error or voice key failure. On aver-
age, 22.9 problems out of a maximum of 28 contributed 
to each cell.

For each participant, the mean log RT was computed for 
each cell in the three-factor operation  transfer condi-
tion  problem type design. We applied the log transfor-
mation to reduce effects of outlier RTs. An ANOVA was 
conducted on the antilogs of the mean log RTs. Applying 
the antilog transformation restores the normalized means 
to millisecond units. The mean RTs appear in the top panel 
of Table 1. All things being equal, the mean RTs for prime 
problems should be identical across transfer conditions, but 
differences arise from the constraint of including the RT 
for a prime problem only if the RT from the corresponding 
probe problem was available: With this constraint, trans-
fer conditions that produce probe savings tend to include 
more difficult prime–probe pairs, because of fewer probe 
errors. The differences in prime means in Table 1 confirm 
that mutual exclusion of prime–probe pairs is necessary to 
avoid inflated estimates of RT savings.

As in previous research (e.g., Campbell & Xue, 2001), 
the mean RT for addition (918 msec) was substantially 
shorter than that for subtraction (1,154 msec) [F(1,47)  
118.92, MSe  67,015.96]. The mean RT also was 
42 msec shorter on the probe trials (1,015 msec) than 
on the prime trials (1,057 msec), which confirms over-
all RT savings [i.e., mean prime RT  mean probe RT; 
F(1,47)  131.70, MSe  2,000.22]. The top panel of 
Figure 1 shows the mean RT savings and 95% confidence 
intervals (Masson & Loftus, 2003) as a function of op-
eration and transfer condition. As Figure 1 shows, sav-
ings varied across transfer conditions, with savings being 
largest for identical repetition (80 msec), followed by 
order change (49 msec) and operation change ( 1 msec) 
[F(2,94)  33.70, MSe  2,411.31]. As was expected, 
given the greater difficulty of subtraction, as compared 
with addition, identical repetition produced greater sav-
ings for subtraction than for addition.

Table 1 
Mean Correct Response Times (in Milliseconds) for All Trials and Retrieval Trials  

in Experiment 1 by Operation, Transfer Condition, and Problem Type

Subtraction Addition

Problem Identical Order Operation Identical Order Operation
Type  Repetition  Change  Change  Repetition  Change  Change

All Trials (n  48)

Prime 1,192 1,188 1,151 951 941 922
Probe 1,085 1,144 1,162 897 887 913
 Savings    107 (13.3)      44 (10.4) 11 (10.6)   54 (6.5)   55 (6.5)     9 (8.1)

Retrieval Trials (n  45)

Prime 1,004  986 959 856 850 807
Probe    923 954 963 817 812 813
 Savings      81 (10.2)    32 (8.3)  4 (14.4)    39 (6.7)    38 (6.5)  6 (8.4)

Note—Savings  prime  probe. Standard errors of mean savings are shown in parentheses.
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Moreover, the operation  transfer condition  prob-
lem type interaction predicted by the IE model was signif-
icant [F(2,94)  9.92, MSe  1,924.23]. Specifically, for 
addition, identical repetition and order change produced 
equivalent savings, and there were no RT savings for addi-
tion with an operation change. In contrast, for subtraction, 
identical repetition produced much greater savings than 
did order change. As with addition, there were no subtrac-
tion RT savings with an operation change.

RT savings on retrieval trials. The IE model correctly 
predicted the operation  transfer condition  problem 
type interaction, but the significant 44-msec savings effect 
for subtraction probes with an order change (see Figure 1) 
is not predicted by the model. These savings might be at-
tributable, however, to procedural strategies that are not 
relevant to the model’s transfer predictions for retrieval-
based performance. Consequently, we redid the RT analy-
sis, including only trials on which both the prime and the 

Figure 1. Mean response time savings by operation and transfer condition for 
all trials and retrieval trials in Experiment 1. Error bars are 95% confidence 
intervals (Masson & Loftus, 2003).
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probe problems were reportedly solved by direct retrieval. 
We will report a detailed analysis of strategy reports later 
on; for now, it is sufficient to indicate that, on average, 
direct retrieval was reported for 64% of the subtraction 
trials and 79% of the addition trials.

The means for the retrieval-only RT analysis appear 
in the bottom panel of Table 1. Exclusion of nonretrieval 
prime–probe pairs produced empty cells for 3 participants. 
Consequently, the retrieval-only RT means in Table 1 and 
the corresponding ANOVA were based on an n of 45. The 
overall mean RT for retrieval trials was 896 msec, sub-
stantially shorter than the overall 1,036-msec mean for 
the all-trials analysis. This would be expected because 
direct memory retrieval generally is faster than use of a 
procedural strategy for simple arithmetic and retrieval is 
more likely for the numerically smaller, better memorized 
number facts (Campbell & Xue, 2001; LeFevre, Sadesky, 
& Bisanz, 1996).

Mean RT savings and 95% confidence intervals for the 
retrieval-only RT analysis appear in the bottom panel of 
Figure 1. When the analysis included only retrieval trials, 
the pattern of savings was similar to the all-trials analysis, 
except that savings generally were smaller with procedure 
trials excluded. Indeed, the pattern of significant RT sav-
ings (see Figure 1) was the same as that in the all-trials 
analysis, including the three-way interaction of operation, 
transfer condition, and problem predicted by the IE model 
[F(2,88)  3.14, MSe  2,425.68, p  .048]. Specifically, 
for addition, there were equivalent RT savings with iden-
tical repetition and order change but no savings with an 
operation change. For subtraction, savings with identical 
repetition were greater than those with an order change 
and, as with addition, there were no RT savings with an 
operation change. Nonetheless, there remained evidence 
of RT savings for subtraction probes with an order change 
(see Figure 1). This effect occurred, however, only with 
short prime–probe lags of 4–6 trials (56-msec savings), 
but not with long lags of 17 trials on average (8-msec 
savings). For all the other cells depicted in Figure 1, the 
pattern of significant or nonsignificant savings (based on 
95% confidence intervals) was the same for the short and 
the long lag intervals, although savings were consistently 
about 50% smaller with the long lags, relative to the short 
lags.

Discussion of RT savings. The pattern of results 
closely resembled the pattern predicted by the IE model. 
Transfer with identical or reversed addition pairs was 
equivalent. There was no transfer between addition and 
subtraction in either direction, despite the fact that the 
relatively short prime–probe lags used would make the 
experiment sensitive to both associative and mediated 
transfer. Finally, subtraction with identical repetition pro-
duced much greater savings than did subtraction with an 
order change, as was expected.

Nonetheless, the retrieval-only analysis reduced, but did 
not eliminate, subtraction savings with an order change. 
This finding implies that retrieval of one order of a sub-
traction fact (e.g., 15  8  7) facilitated retrieval for the 

other order (15  7  8) over shorter lags. Although po-
tentially anomalous for the IE model, we do not think at 
this time that this result should be counted as a critical 
exception for the model. The strategy report method we 
used generally can distinguish direct retrieval from use 
of procedures (see Campbell & Austin, 2002; Campbell 
et al., 2004; Campbell & Xue, 2001), but it remains pos-
sible that some procedure strategies were classified as 
retrieval, which would allow mediated transfer effects to 
contaminate the retrieval-only analysis. This explanation 
is speculative, but given that the magnitude of subtrac-
tion savings with an order change was about one third of 
that with identical repetition, the short-lag RT transfer for 
subtraction probes with an order change probably should 
not be counted as a critical violation of IE model predic-
tions. Indeed, the much greater subtraction RT savings 
with identical repetition than with an order change implies 
that savings with identical repetition involved a more di-
rect or consistent transfer mechanism (i.e., strengthening 
of a common memory node) than did subtraction savings 
with an order change.

In general, the pattern of RT savings was consistent 
with the IE model; nonetheless, the results indicate that 
the participants could efficiently exploit the relationship 
between inverse subtraction problems to facilitate perfor-
mance. There was no evidence in the RT analysis, however, 
that people similarly exploited their knowledge of inverse 
addition and subtraction pairs. To pursue these issues we 
conducted a detailed analysis of the strategy reports.

Strategy Reports
The participants selected the remember strategy most 

often (72.0% of the trials), followed by count (16.9%), 
transform (10.1%), and other (1.0%). Table 2 presents 
the mean percentages of selection of retrieval (i.e., the 
remember strategy item), transform, and count as a func-
tion of operation, transfer condition, and problem type 
(prime or probe). Our participants reported direct memory 
retrieval much more for addition (79.3%) than for subtrac-
tion (63.8%). This mainly reflected more reported use of 
transformation for subtraction (16.0%) than for addition 
(4.2%), whereas reported use of counting was about the 
same for subtraction (18.6%) and addition (15.2%). For 
simple addition, the 79% direct memory retrieval was 
slightly higher than in previous research in which young 
North American adults had been tested (e.g., 76% for 
non-Asian Canadians in Campbell & Xue, 2001; 69% in 
Campbell & Timm, 2000; 73% in Geary, 1996; 66% in 
Hecht, 1999; 71% in LeFevre, Sadesky, & Bisanz, 1996). 
The 64% retrieval reported for subtraction was similar to 
that in Campbell and Xue for non-Asian Canadians (57%) 
and to the 71% reported by Geary, Frensch, and Wiley 
(1993) for American university students but was consid-
erably lower than the 85% retrieval for adults’ subtraction 
observed by Seyler, Kirk, and Ashcraft (2003).

There also were transfer effects on reported retrieval. 
Figure 2 presents mean retrieval savings (i.e., probe re-
trieval percentage  prime retrieval percentage) and 95% 
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confidence intervals as a function of operation and trans-
fer condition.1 An operation  transfer  problem type 
ANOVA of percentages of selection of remember indi-
cated that, overall, the participants reported retrieval more 
on probe (73.0%) than on prime (70.2%) trials [F(1,47)  
53.52, MSe  21.42], and this corresponded to small de-
creases in both transformation ( 0.9%) and counting 
( 1.9%) (see Table 2). Retrieval savings were largest 
for identical repetition (4.7%), followed by order change 
(3.0%) and operation change (1.6%) [F(2,94)  10.32, 
MSe  19.08]. The effect of primes on probe retrieval was 
greater for subtraction (5.1%) than for addition (1.5%) 
[F(2,94)  11.93, MSe  20.27, p  .001], a difference 
attributable, in part, to the fact that use of retrieval for 
addition was much closer to the 100% ceiling. As Fig-
ure 2 shows, both subtraction and addition probes showed 
significant retrieval savings with both identical repetition 
and order change. Subtraction probes, but not addition 
probes, however, showed retrieval savings with an opera-
tion change. An operation  problem type analysis of 
the operation change condition confirmed a significant 
operation  problem type interaction [F(1,47)  4.98, 
MSe  24.55, p  .03], which corresponds to retrieval 
savings with an operation change for subtraction, but not 
for addition.

Discussion of retrieval savings. As is shown in Fig-
ure 2, the analysis of retrieval savings confirmed several 
predictions of the IE model. For addition, retrieval sav-
ings were equivalent for identical repetition and order 
change, and there were no retrieval savings with an opera-
tion change. For subtraction, retrieval savings were greater 
with identical repetition, relative to both order change and 
operation change, and the latter conditions did not differ. 
Nonetheless, as in the RT analysis, there were subtrac-
tion savings not predicted by the IE model. Specifically, 
the analysis demonstrated retrieval savings for subtraction 

probes following both an order change and an operation 
change. These effects were small, however, as compared 
with subtraction retrieval savings with identical repeti-
tion. Moreover, subtraction retrieval savings with an order 
change and operation change are not inherently at odds 
with the IE model, because retrieval savings could arise 
from procedure use (i.e., prime solved by procedure and 

Table 2 
Mean Percentages of Retrieval, Transform, and Count Strategies Reported in 

Experiment 1 by Operation, Transfer Condition, and Problem Type

Subtraction Addition

Problem Identical Order Operation Identical Order Operation
Type  Repetition  Change  Change  Repetition  Change  Change

Retrieval

Prime 62.1 62.0 61.2 78.4 77.9  79.4
Probe 68.5 65.6 63.5 81.5 80.3  78.5
 Difference   6.4 (1.0)   3.6 (0.9)   2.3 (1.1)   3.1 (0.6)   2.4 (0.7) 0.9 (0.8)

Transform

Prime  16.5  17.1  17.0  4.4 4.1 4.2
Probe  14.3  15.7  15.3  3.7 4.2 4.7
 Difference 2.2 (0.8) 1.4 (0.7) 1.7 (0.9) 0.7 (0.3) 0.2 (0.3) 0.5 (0.4)

Count

Prime  19.4  19.4  20.0  16.0  16.6 15.4
Probe  15.5  17.1  19.9  13.6  13.9 15.4
 Difference  3.9 (0.8)  2.3 (0.7) 0.1 (0.9) 2.4 (0.6) 2.7 (0.6)    0.0 (0.8)

Note—Difference  probe  prime. Standard errors of mean differences are shown in parentheses.

Figure 2. Mean retrieval savings by operation and transfer con-
dition in Experiment 1. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals 
(Masson & Loftus, 2003).
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probe solved by retrieval). Thus, the pattern of savings in 
Figure 2 is compatible with an IE model for addition and 
subtraction.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 largely confirmed the RT predictions of 
the IE model as applied to simple addition and subtrac-
tion. Experiment 2 revisited the multiplication and divi-
sion transfer experiment reported by Campbell (1999) in 
order to pursue observed RT savings in the multiplication-
to-division transfer condition (e.g., prime, 7  9; probe, 
63  7). The following experiment was similar to that in 
Campbell (1999) but included only identical repetition 
and operation change transfer conditions. The critical dif-
ference was that here, we asked the participants to indicate 
whether they solved each problem by direct retrieval or by 
a procedural strategy. As in Experiment 1, the strategy re-
ports were used to select prime–probe pairs that involved 
direct retrieval and that should present only the transfer 
effects predicted by the IE model. Whereas we might ob-
serve mediated transfer of RT savings between multiplica-
tion and division when all the trials are analyzed, accord-
ing to the IE model, there should be no cross-operation 
transfer when the analysis includes only problems solved 
by direct retrieval. 

Method
Participants

Fifty-six volunteers (38 women, 18 men) were recruited from 
the University of Saskatchewan Psychology Department partici-
pant pool and received course credit for participation in the experi-
ment. The participant sign-up sheet described the experiment as a 
test of speed for simple arithmetic. The participants’ mean age was 
19.5 years.

Apparatus and Stimuli
The apparatus was the same as that in Experiment 1. The stimuli 

were multiplication problems composed of pairs of digits between 
2 and 9 and the corresponding division problems. There are 28 pos-
sible combinations of the numbers 2–9 (excluding ties, e.g., 2  
2, 3  3, etc.). The computer program that created the sequences 
of interleaved prime–probe pairs was designed to handle 24 pairs 
for counterbalancing purposes. Consequently, the 2–3, 2–4, 2–5, 
and 2–6 pairs were excluded. We excluded small problems because 
the cross-operation transfer between multiplication and division ob-
served in previous research was more pronounced for large prob-
lems (Campbell, 1999; LeFevre & Morris, 1999). The stimuli were 
based on the 24 remaining pairs. Each pair was the basis for two 
multiplication and two division problems (e.g., the 2–7 pair gives 
2  7, 7  2, 14  2, and 14  7). The problems were presented 
horizontally, with the two operands separated by the operation sign, 
with adjacent blank spaces (e.g., 6  8, 48  6). Digits were 7 mm 
high  3 mm wide.

Design
There were eight blocks of 48 problems, for a total of 384 tri-

als. Each block consisted of 24 paired prime and probe problems 
separated by a number of intervening trials. The prime–probe lags 
used were 4, 6, 8, or 9–12 trials. The latter, variable lag condition 
facilitated creation of randomized trial sequences in which 24 
prime–probe pairs were interleaved into a continuous series of tri-

als, with nothing to distinguish the primes from the probes. Each 
prime–probe pair represented one of four transfer conditions: mul-
tiplication probe with identical repetition (e.g., prime, 7  8; probe, 
7  8), division probe with identical repetition (prime, 56  8; 
probe, 56  8), multiplication probe with operation change (prime, 
56  8; probe, 7  8), and division probe with operation change 
(prime, 7  8; probe, 56  7). Since our focus for Experiment 2 
was cross-operation transfer, we did not include within-operation 
order change conditions.

The following design was implemented in the first four blocks 
and was replicated over the second group of four blocks: Within 
each block, each of the 24 operand pairs was tested once in one of 
the four transfer conditions, and there were 12 prime–probe pairs at 
each of the four lags. Across the four blocks, each transfer condition 
was tested six times at each of the four lags, and all 24 operand pairs 
(i.e., problems) were tested in each transfer condition. The 24 oper-
and pairs were tested once at each of the four specific lags across 
all conditions. For each transfer condition, half the multiplication 
problems had the smaller number on the left (e.g., 3  8), and half of 
the division problems involved the min-divisor order (24  3). In all, 
each multiplication and division problem was tested twice in each 
operand order. Within these constraints, operand order, the order in 
which problems appeared in each block, and the assignment of op-
erand pairs to transfer conditions across blocks were independently 
randomized for each participant.

Procedure
The participants were individually tested by an experimenter who 

remained present throughout the procedure, which required about 
1 h. Initial instructions explained that the participants would receive 
several hundred simple multiplication and division problems and 
that after each problem, they would indicate whether they had solved 
the problem by remembering the answer or had used a strategy to 
derive the answer. The participants named 20 random numbers from 
1 through 40, which appeared on the screen. This number-naming 
task allowed the experimenter to adjust the sensitivity of the sound-
activated timer. After the naming task, the following instructions 
appeared on the screen:

There will be 8 blocks of 48 simple arithmetic problems. A random half 
of the trials are division and the other half are multiplication. Try to 
state the correct answer accurately but quickly. A warning dot will flash 
before each problem appears. Occasional errors are normal and should 
not concern you. After each problem please indicate whether you used 
a STRATEGY or simply REMEMBERED the answer. Say STRATEGY if any 
intermediate step, inference, or calculation was used to obtain the an-
swer. Say REMEMBERED if the answer seemed to come to you without any 
intermediate step, inferences or calculations.

The experimenter initiated each block of trials. A warning dot 
flashed twice over a 1-sec interval at the center of the screen for each 
trial. The problem then appeared with the operation sign (  or ) at 
the fixation point. Response timing began with problem onset and 
terminated with the participant’s response. The problem was then 
replaced with the strategy categories presented on a single horizontal 
line in the following order: Strategy? Uncertain? or Remembered? 
The next trial began after the experimenter had pressed a key to 
record the strategy selection and entered the participant’s arithme-
tic answer. The participant was offered a brief rest between blocks. 
There was no feedback about performance.

Results and Discussion

The data were submitted to three-way repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs with factors of operation (multiplication 
or division), transfer condition (operation change or iden-
tical repetition), and problem type (prime or probe). Error 
rates (6.1% for division, 5.5% for multiplication) were 
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positively correlated with mean RT across conditions 
[r(6)  .67]. Therefore, we focused on RTs for correct 
trials and percentages of retrieval reported (i.e., selection 
of remember).

Response Time
The RT data were processed as in Experiment 1. A mean 

of 19.6 problems out of a maximum of 24 contributed to 
each cell. The RT means for each operation  transfer 
condition  problem type cell appear in the top of Table 3. 
As in previous research (e.g., Campbell & Xue, 2001), 
mean RT for multiplication (1,160 msec) was shorter than 
that for division (1,333 msec) [F(1,55)  54.68, MSe  
61,360.78]. Responses on probe trials (1,200 msec) were 
faster than those on prime trials (1,293 msec), confirming 
overall RT savings [F(1,55)  209.97, MSe  4,606.27]. 
The top panel of Figure 3 shows the mean RT savings and 
95% confidence intervals as a function of operation and 
transfer condition.

As Figure 3 shows, the patterns of RT savings for mul-
tiplication and division were as predicted by the IE model, 
inasmuch as savings with identical repetition were greater 
than those with an operation change [F(1,55)  6.25, 
MSe  3,164.89, p  .015]. The operation  transfer  
problem type interaction was also significant [F(1,55)  
5.18, MSe  7,884.66, p  .027]. The three-way effect oc-
curred because savings with identical repetition were greater 
for division (172 msec) than for multiplication (118 msec), 
whereas RT savings with operation change were the same 
for division (41 msec) and multiplication (41 msec). Divi-
sion performance occupies an earlier point on its learning 
curve, relative to multiplication; consequently, according 
to theories of practice-related speedup (e.g., Logan, 1988; 
Rickard, 1997), identical repetition would produce greater 
savings for division than for multiplication.

Using a similar paradigm, Campbell (1999) found  
multiplication-to-division transfer only for large problems. 
To pursue this, we examined the operation change condi-
tions separately for small (product or dividend 25) and 
large (product or dividend 25) problems. For large prob-
lems, there were substantial savings both for multiplication-
to-division transfer [83 msec; t(55)  4.02, SE  20.6, p  
.001] and division-to-multiplication transfer [64 msec; 
t(55)  2.77, SE  23.0, p  .008] that were not statis-
tically different [t(55)  0.61, SE  31.5, p  .5]. For 
small problems, however, there was no evidence of savings 
for either multiplication-to-division transfer [ 0.1 msec; 
t(55)  0.06, SE  14.6] or division-to-multiplication 
transfer [19.9 msec; t(55)  1.48, SE  13.5, p  .15]. 
The operation change RT savings for large multiplication 
and division problems demonstrate that recently solving 
the inverse problem from the other operation facilitated 
performance. 

RT savings on retrieval trials. As in Experiment 1, 
we redid the RT analysis but included only cases in which 
both the prime and the probe problems were reportedly 
solved by direct retrieval. On average, direct retrieval was 
reported for 79% of the division trials and 85% of the mul-
tiplication trials. The means for the retrieval-only RT anal-
ysis appear in the center part of Table 3. With procedure 
trials excluded, overall mean RT decreased by 120 msec 
(1,247 msec for all trials vs. 1,127 msec for retrieval only). 
As in Experiment 1, this decrease reflects the fact that use 
of retrieval generally is faster than use of procedural strate-
gies and more likely to involve numerically smaller, rela-
tively easy problems (Campbell & Xue, 2001).

The mean RT savings and 95% confidence intervals for 
the retrieval-only RT analysis are presented in the lower 
panel of Figure 3. The analysis confirmed the three-way 
operation  transfer condition  problem type interac-
tion [F(1,55)  5.84, MSe  6,384.95, p  .019]: Sav-
ings with identical repetition were greater for division 
(127 msec) than for multiplication (88 msec), whereas 
nominal savings with operation change were the same for 
division (7 msec) and multiplication (21 msec). As Fig-
ure 4 shows, however, neither division nor multiplication 
evidenced significant savings with an operation change 
once procedure trials were excluded from the analysis.

Discussion of RT savings. With procedure trials ex-
cluded, there remained large RT savings for both mul-
tiplication and division with identical repetition, but no 
overall RT savings for either operation with an operation 
change. In contrast, in the all-trials analysis with proce-
dures included, there were significant RT savings in the 
operation change condition for both multiplication and 
division. Therefore, the cross-operation transfer was as-
sociated primarily with procedural strategies, rather than 
with direct retrieval. As in LeFevre and Morris’s (1999) 
study, Experiment 2 indicated transfer in both directions 
between multiplication and division, especially for larger 
problems. Campbell (1999) found clear evidence only of 
multiplication-to-division transfer, but given the results 
of Experiment 2, and LeFevre and Morris’s results, the 

Table 3 
Mean Correct Response Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) for  

All Trials and Retrieval Trials, and Percentages of Retrievals 
Reported in Experiment 2 by Operation, Transfer  

Condition, and Problem Type

Division Multiplication

Problem Identical Operation Identical Operation
Type  Repetition  Change  Repetition  Change

RTs on All Trials

Prime 1,410 1,363 1,225 1,174
Probe 1,238 1,322 1,107 1,133
 Savings    172 (15.2)      41 (10.5)    118 (9.4)      41 (12.7)

RTs on Retrieval Trials

Prime 1,254 1,200 1,119 1,057
Probe 1,127 1,193 1,031 1,037
 Savings    127 (15.0)        7 (15.0)      88 (8.7)      20 (13.4)

Percentages of Retrievals Reported

Prime 76.7 77.3 82.0 82.9
Probe 83.2 80.1 88.4 87.2
 Savings    6.5 (1.2)    2.8 (1.1)    6.4 (0.8)    4.3 (0.9)

Note—Savings  prime  probe for RT, probe  prime for percentage 
of retrieval. Standard errors of mean savings are shown in parentheses.
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weight of evidence supports transfer between multiplica-
tion and division in both directions.

Strategy Reports
If the participants sometimes used multiplication to me-

diate division, we would expect division-to-multiplication 
retrieval savings, because such mediation implies that the 
multiplication probe problem was processed during the pre-
ceding division prime trial. This would increase the prob-
ability of direct retrieval of the multiplication probe. Simi-
larly, we would expect multiplication-to-division retrieval 
savings if processing of the multiplication prime involved 
strengthening of the corresponding division probe, although 
this seems less likely a priori. In addition, we would expect 
greater retrieval savings with identical repetition than with 

an order change, if identical repetition provides direct as-
sociative transfer whereas savings with an order change 
reflects less direct, mediated transfer.

The participants selected remembered most often 
(82.2% of trials), followed by strategy (15.6%) and un-
certain (2.2%). The bottom part of Table 3 presents the 
mean percentages of selection of remembered (i.e., direct 
retrieval) as a function of operation, transfer condition, 
and problem type (prime or probe). The corresponding 
ANOVA confirmed more reported retrieval for multiplica-
tion (85.1%) than for division (79.3%) [F(1,55)  13.91, 
MSe  270.12]. These rates of retrieval for multiplication 
and division are not unusual, although the reported rates 
in previous research have been quite variable: for multi-
plication by North American university students, 96% for 

Figure 3. Mean response time savings by operation and transfer con-
dition for all trials and retrieval trials in Experiment 2. Error bars are 
95% confidence intervals (Masson & Loftus, 2003).
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non-Asian Canadians in Campbell and Xue (2001); 87% 
in Campbell and Timm (2000); 78% in Hecht (1999); 85% 
in LeFevre, Bisanz, et al. (1996); and 59% in LeFevre and 
Morris (1999). For simple division, LeFevre and Morris 
found 55% reported retrieval for Canadian undergradu-
ates, and Campbell and Xue found 57% for non-Asian 
Canadians, both of which are considerably lower than the 
79% observed here. Nonetheless the retrieval rate for divi-
sion in the present experiment was not as high as the 90% 
retrieval for division reported by Campbell and Timm.

The participants reported retrieval more for probes 
(84.7%) than for primes (79.7%), which confirms re-
trieval savings [F(1,55)  83.85, MSe  33.54]. Figure 4 
presents the mean retrieval savings (i.e., probe retrieval 
percentage  prime retrieval percentage) and 95% con-
fidence intervals as a function of operation and transfer 
condition. Retrieval savings were greater with identical 
repetition (6.5%) than with operation change (3.6%) 
[F(1,55)  6.75, MSe  34.38, p  .012]. Nonetheless, 
as Figure 4 shows, there were significant retrieval savings 
with both identical repetition and operation change. There 
was no evidence of a three-way interaction of operation, 
transfer condition, and problem type [F(1,55)  0.90, 
MSe  43.79]. As in the RT analysis, we redid the retrieval 
savings analysis, including only numerically larger, more 
difficult problems (product or dividend 25). The pattern 
of statistically significant effects was exactly the same as 
in Figure 4, although the mean savings were somewhat 
larger for the larger problems. This would be expected, 
since larger problems are most likely to be solved by 
procedures (Campbell & Xue, 2001; LeFevre & Morris, 
1999) and, therefore, provide more opportunities to dis-
play retrieval savings. 

Discussion of retrieval savings. As was anticipated, 
identical repetition produced greater retrieval savings than 
did operation change. This would be expected if retrieval 
savings with identical repetition involved a more direct trans-
fer mechanism (i.e., strengthening of a common memory 
node) than did retrieval savings with an order change. None-
theless, both operations presented retrieval savings with an 
operation change. Division-to-multiplication retrieval sav-
ings were expected, given the RT evidence that multiplica-
tion sometimes mediated division. The reverse effect— 
multiplication-to-division retrieval savings—would occur 
if division sometimes mediated multiplication, although 
we would not predict this, because knowledge and perfor-
mance are better for multiplication than for division. Al-
ternatively, given the experimental prevalence of inverse 
division and multiplication problems appearing within a 
few trials of one another, it would not be surprising if the 
participants occasionally thought about the inverse division 
problem after a multiplication trial. Such incidental rehearsal 
might be sufficient to produce the small multiplication-to-
division retrieval savings observed.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The General Discussion is divided into three sections. 
We first will consider the implications of Experiment 1 
for extending the IE model to include addition and sub-
traction. Second, we will discuss the implications of Ex-
periment 2 for the IE model of multiplication and division 
facts and will explain how a revised IE–r model (Rickard, 
2005) can account for the complex pattern of facilitative 
transfer effects observed across all four arithmetic opera-
tions. Finally, we will consider directions for future devel-
opment of the IE–r model.

Identical Elements Model for Addition  
and Subtraction

Experiment 1 confirmed predictions of the IE model 
as applied to simple addition and subtraction: There were 
equivalent RT savings for addition with identical repeti-
tion and addition with an order change, greater savings for 
subtraction with identical repetition than for subtraction 
with an order change, and no transfer of savings between 
addition and subtraction. That there should be equivalent 
savings for addition with identical repetition or with an 
order change is consistent with the assumption that only 
one order is represented in memory (Butterworth, Zorzi, 
Girelli, & Jonkheere, 2001). The only potentially prob-
lematic result for the IE model was evidence in the RT 
analysis of retrieval trials that practicing one order of a 
subtraction problem (e.g., 15  8  7) facilitated perfor-
mance of the other (15  7  8). Nonetheless, the sub-
traction savings with an order change were much smaller 
than the subtraction savings with identical repetition and 
were observed only over short lags of four to six trials, 
whereas all other RT transfer effects were present at both 
the short and the longer lags. The small short-lag RT sav-
ings for subtraction with an order change are plausibly 

Figure 4. Mean retrieval savings by operation and transfer con-
dition in Experiment 2. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals 
(Masson & Loftus, 2003).
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attributable to mediated transfer, rather than to associative 
transfer, and this represents, at most, a weak challenge to 
the IE model.

The analysis of retrieval savings in Experiment 1 also 
confirmed predictions of the IE model. For addition, re-
trieval savings were equivalent for identical repetition and 
order change, and there were no addition retrieval savings 
with an operation change. For subtraction, retrieval sav-
ings were greater with identical repetition, relative to both 
order change and operation change, and the latter did not 
differ. The analysis also demonstrated retrieval savings 
for subtraction probes following both an order change and 
an operation change. These effects are not predicted by 
the IE model but are compatible with the model, because 
either associative or mediated transfer could contribute to 
retrieval savings.

Savings for subtraction probes with an order change ap-
peared both in the retrieval savings analysis and in the RT 
analysis. Increased use of retrieval would be expected to 
produce shorter RTs, because retrieval is generally faster 
than use of procedures. Savings on subtraction probes 
with an operation change, however, appeared only in re-
trieval savings and not in RT savings. The retrieval savings 
were small, however: 2.3%, which is an average increase 
in reported retrieval of only 0.6 problems. Consequently, 
the increase in retrieval usage might have been too small 
to be expressed in RT. Retrieval savings apparently can 
provide a more sensitive (i.e., direct) measure than can RT 
of weak transfer effects on retrieval usage. Whereas there 
were addition-to-subtraction retrieval savings, there was 
no evidence that solving a subtraction problem increased 
the probability of retrieval for the inverse addition prob-
lem. This asymmetry might reflect the fact that the cogni-
tive events that mediated cross-operation retrieval savings 
were quite rare (e.g., incidental rehearsal of the inverse 
problem), and since retrieval for addition was much closer 
to ceiling than was subtraction, addition performance pro-
vided fewer opportunities for retrieval savings.

In summary, the results of Experiment 1 provided good 
support for an extension of the IE model to addition and 
subtraction. Despite evidence that multiplication can in-
volve different neural mechanisms than do addition and 
subtraction (e.g., Cohen, Dehaene, Chochon, Lehericy, & 
Naccache, 2000; van Harskamp & Cipolotti, 2001), the 
present results imply that, when performance is based on 
direct memory retrieval, the IE principles apply to all four 
arithmetic operations. Furthermore, the transfer pattern 
predicted by the IE model was observed without massive 
amounts of experimental practice (see Rickard & Bourne, 
1996). Thus, the IE model quite accurately characterized 
our participants’ preexperimental addition and subtraction 
memory.

Identical Elements Model for Multiplication 
and Division

The results of Experiment 2 provided additional evi-
dence for the IE model’s application to multiplication and 
division. Specifically, in Experiment 2, the source of the 

facilitative transfer between multiplication and division 
found in previous research was investigated. Campbell 
(1999) used a transfer paradigm similar to that in Experi-
ment 2 and found RT savings in the multiplication-to- 
division transfer condition for large problems (e.g., prime, 
7  9; probe, 63  7). LeFevre and Morris (1999) found 
that practicing a block of division or a block of multiplica-
tion problems produced RT savings for the inverse prob-
lems in the other operation, especially for large problems. 
These cross-operation transfer effects in multiplication 
and division potentially raise problems for the IE model 
if they reflect transfer that is due to direct retrieval, rather 
than transfer that is due to mediational strategies.

In Experiment 2, the all-trials analysis of RT savings 
demonstrated interoperation savings, both from multipli-
cation to division and from division to multiplication. As 
in previous research (Campbell, 1999; LeFevre & Morris, 
1999), these effects were associated with large division 
problems. These interoperation RT savings, however, de-
pended on inclusion of problems that reportedly had been 
solved by procedural strategies. When the analysis in-
cluded only cases in which prime–probe pairs reportedly 
had been solved by retrieval, there were no significant 
interoperation RT savings in either direction. Thus, the 
transfer effects were as predicted by the IE model when 
transfer was measured for retrieval trials.

Rickard’s (2005) revised IE model (IE–r) also explains 
the finding here of interoperation transfer in both direc-
tions for multiplication and division and the absence of 
such transfer for addition and subtraction. This follows 
under the IE–r assumption that along with forward asso-
ciations linking factors to products, multiplication repre-
sentations also incorporate a reverse association linking 
products to factors (see also Rusconi et al., 2006). The 
IE–r model assumes that practicing either multiplication 
or factoring strengthens both the forward and the reverse 
associations, although strengthening is greater for the 
direction practiced. This implies that strengthening the 
forward association for a multiplication fact (e.g., prac-
ticing 8  7  56) will produce savings for the inverse 
division problem (56  7) if answering it is based on divi-
sion by factoring. Conversely, division by factoring will 
strengthen the forward association for the corresponding 
multiplication fact and will produce transfer from division 
to multiplication. Thus, the IE–r model provides a mecha-
nism for the interoperation transfer in both directions ob-
served here in Experiment 2 and by LeFevre and Morris 
(1999). In contrast, Rickard (2005) argued that addition 
fact representations would not include a reverse associa-
tion from sum to addends; consequently, unlike division 
and multiplication, there is not a convenient mechanism 
for solving subtraction problems, given the inverse addi-
tion fact. Thus, the revised IE–r model explains why we 
observed no interoperation transfer of savings for addition 
and subtraction (Experiment 1) but observed interopera-
tion transfer in both directions between multiplication and 
division—specifically, in connection with reported use of 
procedures (Experiment 2).
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Future Directions for the Identical Elements 
Model

The RT results of both experiments fit the IE–r model’s 
predictions for positive transfer quite well. The few ex-
ceptions involved relatively small effects, and all were 
plausibly attributed to mediated transfer. Furthermore, the 
model always correctly predicted the observed direction of 
differences between transfer conditions. Indeed, there was 
no feature of the RT results clearly at odds with the model 
(e.g., transfer between addition and subtraction and equal 
transfer for subtraction with identical repetition or with an 
order change). Instead, the results consistently presented 
the direction of differences predicted by the IE–r model.

The IE–r model (Rickard, 2005) neatly explains facili-
tative transfer effects in arithmetic fact retrieval, but there 
are at least two important directions for development of 
the model. One of these concerns how problems are func-
tionally related to each other in memory and how the net-
work of related facts is processed (i.e., specific assump-
tions about excitatory and inhibitory processes). The IE 
model leads one to think of each arithmetic fact as an iso-
lated entity, but it is well established that processing one 
problem has effects on other, related problems (Ashcraft, 
1992, 1995; Campbell, 1987, 1997; Campbell & Timm, 
2000; Manly & Spoehr, 1999; Phenix & Campbell, 2004). 
For example, Phenix and Campbell demonstrated that re-
peatedly practicing a multiplication problem facilitated 
retrieval of the correct product, as was expected, but also 
reduced the accessibility of other multiples of the factors. 
Their results apparently indicate that practicing arithme-
tic facts produces retrieval-induced forgetting of related 
facts, which implicates inhibitory mechanisms (Anderson 
& Bell, 2001). The existence of such negative transfer ef-
fects is currently outside the scope of the IE model. In 
fact, retrieval-induced forgetting effects are not explicitly 
accounted for by any current model of arithmetic memory, 
although Campbell’s (1995) network interference model, 
which posits both excitatory and inhibitory interactions 
among problem nodes, provides a possible architecture for 
explaining such effects.

A second direction for development of the IE–r model 
concerns mechanisms of arithmetic strategy choice. The 
participants’ use of the reverse association for multiplica-
tion to perform division by factoring is consistent with 
evidence that strategy selection is adapted so as to effi-
ciently exploit features or regularities of the task environ-
ment (Lemaire & Reder, 1999; Schunn, Lovett, & Reder, 
2001). To accommodate evidence that people might use 
retrieval or procedural strategies for simple arithmetic, 
the IE–r model distinguishes between asymptotic IE rep-
resentations and nonasymptotic IE representations. The 
model predicts transfer effects that reflect IE principles 
only when memory strength for an IE representation is 
near asymptote. When memory strength is below asymp-
tote, transfer might be mediated by procedural strategies 
(e.g., division by factoring). Thus, at present, the model’s 
predictions about strategy choice are based on the strength 

of the IE representation. Importantly, however, familiar-
ity with problem operands appears to be a major factor 
in choosing to retrieve, rather than to calculate (Reder & 
Ritter, 1992; Schunn, Reder, Nhouyvanisvong, Richards, 
& Stroffolino, 1997). For example, Schunn et al. (1997) 
showed that attempted use of direct retrieval for newly 
learned arithmetic facts increased with the familiarity of 
problem operands independently of the availability of the 
answer. Campbell et al. (2004) showed that direct retrieval 
was much more likely when simple addition problems ap-
peared in a familiar digit format (4  8) than when they 
appeared in an unfamiliar written word format (four  
eight). These findings suggest that, to explain strategy 
choice, the IE model needs to incorporate assumptions 
about how practice affects operand familiarity, in addition 
to its effects on problem strength.

CONCLUSIONS

According to the IE model, different arithmetic facts 
are represented by a common memory node if and only 
if they are composed of identical elements. This simple 
principle is useful for understanding facilitative transfer 
effects in cognitive arithmetic. The model applies neatly 
to arithmetic facts, but does it apply more broadly to as-
sociative memory in general? There is no reason to believe 
that the IE principles are restricted to arithmetic. Memory 
for arithmetic facts follows established principles and 
processes of associative memory; for example, arithmetic 
memory is organized by semantic relatedness (Ashcraft, 
1995) and reveals both retrieval interference and inhibition 
(Campbell & Timm, 2000; Phenix & Campbell, 2004), a 
variety of priming effects (Campbell, 1991; Meagher & 
Campbell, 1995), and retrieval practice effects (Rickard 
& Bourne, 1996). Thus, the study of cognitive arithmetic 
has shown that number fact memory is governed largely 
by generic memory principles and processes. Given this, 
it is likely that IE principles studied in the context of arith-
metic would apply to combinatorial memory stimuli in 
any domain.

Nonetheless, it is also clear that arithmetic memory in-
corporates domain-specific features that make it unique. 
For example, there is evidence that cognitive arithmetic 
draws on specialized neural mechanisms that represent nu-
merical magnitude and afford comparisons of magnitude 
and approximate calculations (Dehaene, Spelke, Pinal, 
Stanescu, & Tsivkin, 1999). The magnitude system ap-
pears to be intimately integrated in memory for arithmetic 
facts (Butterworth et al., 2001; Campbell, 1995; Dehaene 
& Cohen, 1991). Similarly, the present experiments pro-
vided evidence that unique features of the internal struc-
ture of multiplication facts (i.e., the reverse association) 
afford unique types of strategies (i.e., division by factor-
ing) that are not supported for simple addition. Evidence 
for such domain-specific features in cognitive arithmetic 
(see also Butterworth et al., 2001; Verguts & Fias, 2005) 
gives us new insights into the nature of arithmetic skills 
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and brings us closer to a sophisticated understanding of 
this basic human intellectual ability.
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NOTE

1. Retrieval savings correspond to increased use of retrieval on probe 
trials, relative to their prime trial baseline. As an alternative approach 
to analyzing retrieval savings across transfer conditions, we considered 

a conditional analysis that would compare the rates of probe retrieval 
given prime retrieval to probe retrieval given prime nonretrieval. This 
approach was not viable, because it is inevitably confounded by item 
difficulty effects.
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